
BRECKLAND COUNCIL 
 
Report, on behalf of the Director of Organisation Development to the General 
Purposes Committee, 29th September 2010 
 
BRECKLAND SMOKING POLICY  
 

1. Purpose of Report 

This report outlines for the committee, the results from the recent smoking survey to all 
staff. The report also outlines the options for a proposed smoke free site and the 
formalisation of a smoking policy. 

 

2. Recommendations 
 It is recommended that the Council/Committee: 
 
2.1    Agree to a formal Breckland smoking policy to formalising the taking of cigarette 

breaks  to ensure consistency and agree to the relocation of the smoking shelter  
 

 
Note:  In preparing this report, due regard has been had to equality of opportunity, 
human rights, prevention of crime and disorder, environmental and risk management 
considerations as appropriate.  Relevant officers have been consulted in relation to any 
legal, financial or human resources implications and comments received are reflected in 
the report. 
 

3. Information, Issues and Options 

3.1 Information 

The Health Act 2006 required that all enclosed and substantially enclosed public and 
work places and council vehicles are smoke free from 1 July 2007.  This policy 
seeks to ensure Breckland Council meets the requirements of this legislation. 
 
The provisions of this policy also help ensure that the Authority meets its duties 
under Section 2(2) of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 which places a 
duty on employers to provide and maintain a safe working environment without risks 
to health and adequate for their welfare. 
 
The Authority recognises that breathing other people’s smoke is a public health 
hazard and a welfare issue which is proven to cause ill health.  This policy deals with 
where people smoke and the effect this has on staff and members of the public.  It is 
also seeks to portray a positive public image. 
 

The benefits arising from the provision of a No-Smoking policy include improving 
health, increased productivity, reduced sickness and absenteeism levels and a 
reduction in the incidence of early retirement due to smoking related diseases.  In 
addition it will reduce clean up costs and help promote a healthier and cleaner 
corporate image.  The Policy will also assist in reducing the potential of fire, which 
has in the past, been associated with waste bins.  The Policy will also eliminate 
unofficial smoking breaks thus ensuring equality between staff and saving time and 
money. 

3.2 Issues 

3.2.1 Staff resistance to adhere to the policy  

3.2.2 Cost implications of moving the smoking shelter  

3.2.3 Staff morale, stress and anxiety  



3.3 Options 

1. Approve the formal smoking policy to ensure that smokers and non smokers are treated 
equally and that smoking breaks are consistent and the relocation of the smoking shelter 

 
2. Approve the formalisation of a smoking policy for all Breckland staff 
 
3. Approve the formalisation of a smoking policy for all Breckland staff and move, over a set 

timeframe, to a smoke free site 
 
4. Stay as is with no formal policy 

4. Risk and Financial Implications 

4.1 Risk  

4.1.1 If Breckland moves towards a smoke free sight the consultation conducted has 
highlighted  various staff issues regarding morale and time away from the offices 

4.2 Financial  

4.2.1 If the committee approve option 1 there will be cost implications in moving the 
shelter. The Asset Management team have advised the cost would be approximately 
£1,370 excl VAT. 

5. Legal Implications 

5.1 None 

6. Other Implications    

a) Equalities: n/a 

b) Section 17, Crime & Disorder Act 1998: n/a 

c) Section 40, Natural Environment & Rural Communities Act 2006: n/a 

d) Human Resources: n/a 

e) Human Rights: n/a 

f) Other:  [e.g. Children’s Act 2004] n/a 

7. Alignment to Council Priorities 

7.1 7.1 The matter raised in this report falls within the following Council priorities: 

• A safe and healthy environment 

• A prosperous place to live and work 

8. Ward/Community Affected 

8.1 N/A 

 
Background Papers 
None 
 
Lead Contact Officer: 
Name/Post: Natalie King  
Telephone: 01362 656209 
Email: Natali.king@breckland.gov.uk 



 
Key Decision Status (Executive Decisions only): 
This is not a key decision. 
 
Appendix 

a) Staff survey results 
b) Staff Comments & Suggestions 
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Appendix a 

 

Smoking Survey Results 
 
     



Do You Smoke?

23%

77%

Yes

No

   

Do you smoke at work?

87%

13%

Yes

No

 
 

How many cigarettes do you 

smoke a day?

9%

23%

7%
33%

14%

14%
1 to 3

4 to 6

7 to 9

10 to 12

13 to 15

15 plus

    

Do you smoke during core hours?

73%

27%

Yes

No

 
 

Do you clock in/out when taking a 

cigarette break during core hours

54%

0%

10%

36%
Alw ays

Mostly

Occasionally

never

    

Have you ever tried to give up 

smoking?

74%

26%

Yes

No

 
 

Would you like to give up 

smoking?

41%

59%

Yes

No

 
 



What support would be of a benefit to you 

when giving up smoking?

3%

22%

8%

10%
44%

13%
Counselling

Medication

Support Groups

Advice & Support

Nicotine replacement

theraphy
Other

 
 

  

Would you support BDC becoming a 

smoke free zone?

52%
36%

12%

Yes

No

Maybe

 

Would you like employer-led 

support and assistance to give up 

smoking?

22%

45%

33% Yes

No

Maybe

 
 

Do you foresee any probelsm should 

breckland become a smoke free 

zone?

70%

30%

Yes

No

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix b 

If the organisation were to 
offer support to staff wishing 
to give up smoking nicotine 
replacement therapy seems 
the most popular method of 
support, followed closely by 
medication. However the 
below graph indicates that 
45% of participants would 
not welcome employer-led 
support 

Surprisingly 52% of participants voted 
2Yes2 to Breckland becoming a smoke 
free zone although 70% of participants 
foresee a wide range of problems should 
Breckland become a smoke free site 



 

Further Comments and Suggestions: 
 

Ensure people who smoke are on board and want to quit. Just simply saying you 
cannot smoke at Breckland may not be very helpful. 

I think it is totally unfair that smokers are polluting the air that I have to breathe. Being 
an ex-smoker (60 a day) I know only to well how difficult it is to give up smoking but I 
do feel that consideration should be given to non-smokers and ex-smokers, the 
smoke even drifts in through the windows on the first floor into Finance. The sitting of 
the smoking cabin does not give a good impression of the Council to visitors to the 
meeting rooms and Council Chambers. I also feel that these officers may be doing 
this in work time as the rule regarding clocking out is not always applied. 

If it is to become Smoke Free you will need to provide ashtray bins at all exits. 

Rather than a smoke free zone, why not have a dedicated area which is not within 
the public walkways or doors. People can then take responsibility for their own wish 
to smoke. 

I definitely would not like smoking in the public areas, office, etc as I am very anti 
smoking. However I do appreciate that it is an addictive habit and understand that it 
is very hard to stop. I also know some of my colleagues do not want to stop. 
Providing any designated smoking areas would not affect my surrounds I can 
understand the need for a smoking room/place. 

1. Contact centre staff do not have to clock out for their cigarette breaks as they have 
break times in the morning and afternoon - it should be fair across the board. 
2. People don't clock out when talking in the kitchens, making personal phone calls 
etc 

A Breckland Support Group would be the way to make a lot of smokers (including 
myself) try to give up and possibly succeed as most of the smokers I know, smoke 
heavier at work. 

I do think that compromise is the best way forward on this subject. I do not believe 
that anybody should have to smell smoke (might I add this is only when the wind is 
blowing enough & in the right direction!) but I also do not believe that making the site 
completely smoke free is the answer. I am sure that there will be a strong contingent 
calling for a ban but is this based on real argument or just pettiness? 
As a minor point I don't think that a smoke free zone will encourage people to give up 
either. People will smoke whether there is a ban or not, people will just go further to 
do it and longer breaks will be taken. My suggestion is to relocate the smoking area 
to another place rather than a complete ban. 

Everyone will have an opinion about this, but whilst I do not foresee problems with 
making it smoke free I don't see what problems are caused currently as the smoking 
area is not in the vicinity of anyone who may have an issue with it 

I think people should be free to choose if they smoke, and remain dry (in the shelter) 
should they choose to do so. 

Ensure that they clock out. 

The Council could take a more supportive approach to help smokers who wish to 
give up to do so. Such a programme could form part of a 'Healthy Breckland' 
package building upon the stress reduction courses whereby HR staff and/or 
managers are trained to advise staff individually about managing their stress and 
other health issues. 

Whilst a number of employers have attempted to ban smoking on site, this has not 
been very successful and smoking areas have been provided at other places of work. 
The current location of the smoking shelter is far from ideal being located so close to 
the building and committee rooms. Could consideration be given to re-locating it to a 
hard standing area behind the bins/bike shed? 

Although we no longer have to walk through smoking members of staff at the rear 
staff entrance to Breckland House because a smoking shelter has been provided, 
members of the public that are visiting the site just smoke anywhere outside which 
can cause colleagues and other visitors to have to 'passively' smoke. 

Is this going to Members - I think they may have some comments to make 

Forest Heath DC Mildenhall already have a smoke free policy. I haven't heard of any 



problems there. 

More emphasis should be given on the health and economic reasons for smokers 
giving up. 

I see non smoking premises as an encouragement to greater efficiency having seen 
those who partake in this activity at the smoking shelter on numerous occasions 
during the day. I think it reflects badly all the smokers immediately going to packets 
as they vacate the building. 

Personally as a non-smoker I find it frustrating that quite a few staff go out for a 
break, on the hour, every hour, for at least 5 mins and quite probably are not logging 
out. I would therefore like a non-smokers break too! 

In Thetford the building has other tenants. It is unpleasant when they smoke at the 
back door because they don't want to get wet going to the smoking area. If you make 
this a smoke free area altogether then they would not be able to do this. ARP staff 
have been told and they should be treated the same. 

If the problem is about enforcing the rule about people clocking out when they go for 
a cigarette break (which I believe is fair), then management and supervisors should 
enforce it, don't bring out another rule to overcome it. We have rules in place already, 
let's use them. If you brought in a no smoke on site ban, you'd need to enforce that! 

I think the biggest angst for me is that staff are supposed to use their flex time for 
smoke breaks, in other words to key in out and I know that some do not. This has a 
negative impact on those that do not smoke as they have to continue working whilst 
others are having a break, or two or three at five to ten minutes a pop depending on 
the weather. I don't think its fair to enforce a 'no smoking zone' policy onto people 
who do smoke, coming from a quitter I can understand the anxiety that you can go 
through by not having a cigarette, when you want one. Its not very appealing where 
the current smoke shed stands as in full view of the public attending meetings here at 
the Committee Suite. Perhaps the sitting of the shed needs to be reviewed and the 
existing policy about flex time needs to be reviewed and enforced. 

If a smoke-free zone is not declared please move the shelter so that smoke is no 
longer drawn in through open windows or the air intakes at the back of the building 

When using committee suite during summer for professional events, the smell of 
smoke coming through from the smoking shelter doesn’t give a good impression, 
notwithstanding the chatter. The same issues apply to those whose desks are in the 
back office near the shelter to rear of the building when smoke drifts in being 
disrupted etc. 
 
There are also issues about consistency of approach when dealing with time 
recording for smokers across the Council and this should be clearly set out and 
understood for the benefit of all. 

Why do you need to go down this route, Addenbrooks Hospital has changed it's 
policy and reinstated it's smoking shelters. It was taking longer for staff to go off site 
for a smoke. 

I do feel it unfair that smokers are not having to clock in and out every time they go 
outside to smoke. 

Currently one issue i am aware of is staff not clocking out for cigarette breaks and 
this does cause some friction within the team concerned. Whether a smoke free zone 
would get rid of this issue if smokers cannot smoke on site! 

If the current smoking arrangement does affect others then move the smoking hut to 
the end of the building 

I think that making the Council Offices a smoke free zone would stop the current 
practice of smokers constantly out of the office smoking leaving non-smoking team 
members to answer their telephones. These smoking breaks also appear in many 
cases to be at the cost to the Council as I never see staff clocking out to have a 
cigarette. 
 
I have previously worked in an authority where there was no smoking on the 
premises and staff waited until lunch time or after work to go out and smoke anyway 
from the site. 

By all means provide help and assistance to smokers who wish to be helped. And I'm 
completely anti having to be in a smoking environment. But people have to give up 



on their own or it'll never work - and it's not the employers business whether people 
smoke or not (other than the cost of it in employee time, which would be increased by 
moving smoking off the premises). 

Do not get rid of the smoking shelter. If its is becoming a problem due to its location 
i.e. viewed by people using the Dereham room etc then move it to a location slightly 
further away from the building where it cannot be seen. 

I think the smoking hut should be moved out of sight from the Committee Suite and 
away from windows, as I know smoke occasionally blows into the building. 

I take very few smoke breaks at work (in fact I spend less time smoking during the 
average working day than I have spent filling in this survey), and when I do, I make 
sure I record them meticulously on my flex sheet.  
 
I genuinely value these breaks, though. Since there is no staff room at Breckland 
House, smoke breaks provide my only moments of relief from the bustle and chatter 
of the office. Even when eating my lunch I am still surrounded by phones ringing and 
work-related conversations. 
 
As for the offer of help to quit - with respect I find this a little bit patronising. Is it really 
all that much of Breckland's business whether I smoke or not? Will there be similar 
moral persecution of the fatties and binge drinkers among Breckland's staff? 

Possibly the best option is to keep arrangements as they are but move the smoking 
shelter away from the building so windows can be opened without the smell of 
tobacco smoke. This is currently unpleasant 

If the shelter is out of the way and not a nuisance to anybody or affecting other 
members of staff I don't see a problem. 

There should be a smoking area on the premises but away from windows/area that 
non smokers have to go. How about near the bike sheds so that the public can use it 
too 

People have a right to smoke if they choose but not to inflict smoke on other people. I 
have a relative that died of lung cancer (8 years ago) through passive smoke from 
office colleagues. 

Leave us alone, we are penalised enough everywhere else, we're not causing any 
harm except to ourselves and it's our choice!! What's happened to freedom of choice 
- just give us a break!! 

None 

I find it frustrating that smokers are provided with a smoking shelter, but staff as a 
whole are not provided with a staff room! (Thetford office) 

I feel that it is unfair that smokers get a break to have a cigarette. I can't keep going 
out and reading a book or have a glass of wine - surely they can last without a 
cigarette for 3 hours. A few smokers clock out but most of them don't and their 
working day is frequently disrupted so surely this is not efficient. 

What would you do regarding other tenants in Breckland House? as they have had a 
shelter installed 
who would police it? 

I feel it should be a personnel choice if someone wishes to give up smoking and not 
a forced issue. 
I also feel that if people are not allowed to smoke any longer on the premises then 
they will loiter just on the outskirts of the site which would look a site to the public 
more than using the provided smoking shelter 

Whilst smoking is considered to be antisocial every individual should be free make 
their own lifestyle choices. Provided that officers smoke in the designated area's I 
cannot see what harm it would do to let this arrangement continue, that is unless 
non-smokers also congregate in the area which is unlikely. I personally do not feel it 
is fair to prejudice against smokers in the work place. 

Smoking outside of a building is not an illegal activity, therefore why do we need to 
ban it? If there is a problem with the location of the present shelter (it is rather close 
to the offices) why not relocate it to the far corner of the car park, where it cannot 
cause annoyance to anyone? As we already own the shelter this should be 
achievable by our skilled caretakers/asset team. Do any other LAs in Norfolk, our 
colleagues at ARP, or indeed our new colleagues at South Holland, ban smoking 



completely? In all honesty, I just can't see the need for a total ban on the site. 

I do not have any problem with people smoking in the designated areas / shelters so 
a complete ban in the car park etc seems a bit harsh. However there are still places 
(not at work) where people smoke outside a doorway which is not acceptable so the 
rules in these cases need to be made more clear. 

Although a non-smoker, I have been a smoker and therefore i understand the desires 
that smokers have. I believe that the current location of the smoking shelter is such 
that it is far enough out of the way of non-smokers that it will not impact upon their 
health. It is also close to the committee suite for members and the general public. 
My issue with smoking is the amount of time that some members of staff take 
smoking during the day, especially as many do not clock out when doing so. I believe 
a far stricter stance towards smoking time should be implemented by HR and then 
enforced by management. There are some members of staff who will go out for 5 to 6 
cigarettes a day. At 5 minutes a time, that is 30 minutes a day, 2 and a half hours a 
week! Over a month this equates to over a days worth of pay for smoking.  
By removing smoking from the site, this will only push smokers to stand on the other 
side of the car park fence to smoke and will eventually lead to complaints from the 
occupants of the industrial units. It will also not present a good image of the council 
to those visiting!  
Management of smoking rather than an outright ban is preferable in my opinion. 

I used to smoke and I find it even more offensive now when people come back in to 
the office smelling of it. 

I feel that the smoking shelter should remain and that if people choose to go out for 
cigarettes on their own time then it is up to them. 

I'm torn between completely banning smokers from being able to have a cigarette - 
even in the weather outside, and saying that they should indulge in their filthy habit 
on their own property in their own time. 

It is unfair that employee's who do not smoke are carrying the workloads of their 
colleagues that do. Smokers are supposed to clock in and out and many of them do 
not, or clock in and out on odd occasions, not giving a true picture of lost working 
time. 

I strongly agree that there should be a policy to formalise cigarette breaks so that it is 
consistent and fair 

Agree that policy should encourage and support staff any staff trying to give up 
smoking. 

There is no good place to have a smoking shelter as the smoke drifts into open 
windows which is not very fair on the officers. It would also cut down on the amount 
of time wasted, given that not everyone clocks. 

I think it is entirely up to an individual if they wish to smoke and this does not effect 
non smokers as they are outside anyway. Smokers would just go and smoke in the 
street instead!!! 
 
I don't feel that smoking outside but on the premises is a problem so why waste time 
fixing something that is not broken? 

Leave the poor old smokers alone 

If we do not have a smoking ban then we need to regularise what happens when 
individuals smoke - so few actual clock in and out for their smokes and actually over 
a period of time gain an advantage over other staff in time. Also the disadvantage of 
conversations between staff and members in the smoking shelter have caused 
issues for other staff at times. The smoking shelter is in the wrong place as when the 
windows are open in the summer in the committee suite, you can often hear the 
conversations that are on going in that area.  
Support to staff and members would be vital during a cessation of smoking and there 
are a number of schemes with the NHS that could assist with this. 
 
Whatever happens there needs to be a common approach which is fair to all staff 
and implemented consistently by Managers 

If smoking remains on the premises, I think the smoking shelter should be moved. It 
looks awful to approach the committee suites seeing a group of people huddling in a 
shelter puffing. 



Current system with designated smoking areas works fine 

You can argue that smokers get a better deal, in that they're getting more breaks 
than someone who doesn't have an addiction. I.e. I get no breaks whatsoever other 
than lunch.  
 
I am not sure all breaks are declared on timesheets, and certainly not the true length 
of time it takes to go downstairs, get to smoking area, smoke a whole cigarette, walk 
back, etc. Probably a good 8 minutes there! 

Employees would be able to smoke during their lunch hour away from the building 

Make a smoking area away from entrances/exits, nothing worse than walking out of 
buildings into a ball of smoke, yuk ! 

Smoke free areas have been enforced since 2006 by the NHS etc and would be a 
positive move 

I have worked in other councils where the have been highly effective campaigns of 
support to smokers who want to quit. I think Breckland would do well to follow best 
practice in this area. 

Sitting or working near someone who smokes can be very off putting do to the 
lingering smell 

Smoking outside can be nearly as horrible as inside - the smell clings to people's 
clothes, you have to walk through a cloud of smoke & cigarette ends are revolting. 

I can't open my windows when there are smokers in the smoking shelter as the 
smoke blows in and it is extremely unpleasant. When the weather is hot, I feel this is 
very unfair, as I am hot and need to have the window open, but I can't. The smoke is 
very strong, especially when the smoking shelter is full (which seems to be quite 
often!!!) 

It is a disgusting, unhealthy habit and it would be in EVERYONE'S best interests if 
people did not smoke at all whilst at work. 
It would also prevent time wasting. 

The current policy is that smokers are supposed to fill in time sheets and time is 
deducted appropriately. My personal belief is that this is seldom carried out. Why 
should i be penalised as a non smoker? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix c 
 
Do you foresee any problems should Breckland become a ‘smoke free zone? Please 
give details: 
 

People who do Smoke may feel alienated and may simply just smoke elsewhere. 
Unless people are helpfully encouraged to quit smoking, there is no real benefit to 



make Breckland a smoke free zone. 
 

As I am a non smoker I would be happy to have a smoke free zone but feel this 
would be unfair on the smokers - At the moment there is a designated area to smoke 
but if this was not available there would be nowhere for them to go especially if the 
car park was smoke free as well - Also visitors come in and whilst waiting to see an 
officer they go outside to have a smoke - where would they go if they were unable to 
smoke on the car park? I feel this would cause problems as how would it be enforced 
on the car park and surrounding area etc. - If you have a designated area everyone 
knows where to go and it looks better when visitors come to the Council - I feel we 
have to be fair to smokers and non-smokers. 

people who smoke will have to leave the site - thus impacting on their absence from 
work 

Smokers having to go further away to smoke. 

Smokers and members of the public would not like it. 

Smokers being unhappy. 

Will cause some smokers to become grumpy, not good for relations with other staff 
and more importantly I cant have a grumpy team on the phones to staff... 

Having been a smoker I think it is a bit harsh not letting staff/visitors smoke outside 
the building 

Initially yes as smoking staff members adjust, but this shouldn't mean we shouldn't 
do it. 

there are a number of management issues which exists which relate to the fact that 
staff are able to smoke on site currently. Smoking staff take regular smoking breaks 
which add up to hours of productivity a month lost which non smoking colleagues do 
not enjoy. this wouldn't be a problem if smokers lost the time (ie. clocked out ) but in 
the absence of any clear corporate policy on this, smokers do not clock out, however 
much the manager may request it. Smokers usually from the same team all leave to 
smoke together leaving services unmanned at times 

Where would the current smokers go for a cigarette? How far would they have to 
walk? People have a right to decide if they want to stop smoking, they should not 
have this decided for them. Also, when people are given cigarette breaks they will 
have to walk further and take longer to have said break when there is nowhere 
convenient nearby. Therefore creating an issue for people with time and work (non 
smokers will have to pick up the slack as smokers will be taking longer breaks - to 
which they are entitled. 

It is an addictive habit so many colleagues would still need to smoke 

Only a problem for those that already smoke. 

1. Staff would still clock out but be away from desks for longer to walk somewhere 
they could smoke. 
2. Councillors would also need to smoke away from public facing places 

i feel it is discriminative of peoples rights in what they feel is right for them 

Thetford - Breckland House, smoking shelter is in a public car park, how would this 
be controlled! 

Unfortunately if no area were provided on site for smokers then the likely outcome is 
that there would be an unsightly congregation of people just the other side of the 
fence around the car park. This would look very unprofessional. 
Litter from cigarettes would also increase as there wouldn't be a place for disposal.  
Also we have to consider that this site is open to the public & the conference rooms 
are also for hire, with that in mind will we be enforcing this upon them? 

People who smoke would have further to go 

The smokers will not be happy! 

This may cause people who do smoke a problem and work time could be lost if 
people leave the car park to have a smoke 

Smoking is an addiction. These people will still need to smoke. If Breck House 
becomes a smoke free area, people will have to stand across the road and smoke, 
which would not look very good. 

People will have to spend more time away from their work because they will have to 
go further away from the premises, although this will not be proven, because people 



do not clock out for a cigarette break. Then there is the problem that the non smokers 
feel they are not getting the same leniency. 

Vital break in the day 

I think Breckland should continue to accommodate people and visitors who smoke by 
providing a designated smoking area. 

I don't think it's necessary to become a smoke free zone if you designate an area for 
smokers 

it would mean that people would be standing on the street smoking which would not 
look very professional as at the moment at least there is a smoking shelter at the 
back of the building 

It would be difficult for smokers who would have to leave the site and smoke 
elsewhere e.g. in the industrial estate or outside the entrance. It would also affect 
service delivery in that smokers would have to take longer smoking breaks to walk 
off-site 

Staff use the smoke shelter regularly and would take longer to have their cigarette if 
the smoke shelter were moved or no longer available - would walk off of Breckland 
land to have a smoke 

Staff would take longer to go off site for a cigarette break and would litter the area. It 
would also be unsightly to visitors to the Council to see people hovering visibly 
having a cigarette. There is always the argument that one should not be allowed to 
smoke during core hours, however, others will argue that standing around and 
chatting can take far longer than it takes to have a cigarette. Whatever system is put 
it places needs to be fair and take into consideration the welfare of their addicted 
staff, who can be far more productive just having a quick puff away from their desk. 

Whilst I don't smoke I appreciate that some people, for various reasons, do. Can 
these employees be expected to go outside Breckland land to smoke and waste 
more work time! 

Staff congregating to smoke on the edge of Breckland premises would look 
unprofessional 

Length of time 'smoking' staff away from their desks 
Blocking of pavements if smoking outside car park & it may create a bad impression. 

people having to go off premises all together in order to smoke/ 

It will probably shift the smokers to the boundary of the no-smoking zone or 
encourage them to go off site.  
Some smokers do not want to give up so a programme to help them do so will be of 
no use. 
Will nicotine addicted staff be less productive (and in the long term cost more than 
the cost of the moving of the smoking shelter?) 
Can we not have a policy of clocking in and out to ensure fairness to non-smoking 
staff (abuse of the time keeping system can be gross misconduct so fairly easy to 
manage if managers check cards) 

I do not think that this would deter people from smoking it would just mean that they 
would go off site for a cigarette. Even if they were to clock out each time I still belive 
that this would be a waste of staff time as they would be away from their desks for 
longer. 

Nicotine is a powerful addictive substance and smokers "need their fix". To enforce a 
smoke free zone would be counter productive for the following reasons:- 
To see council staff huddling outside the building perimeter smoking would not create 
a good impression. 
Smokers could become agitated at not being able to smoke when the weather is bad 
(at the moment the smoking shelter affords them some protection) therefore lowering 
office morale. 
It will mean smokers are away from their posts longer than necessary. 

If employees had to go off site - this would take up more time. 

Smokers will have to find other public areas further away from the premises to take 
there smoking break, which will mean longer breaks 

Not really problems - only moaning from staff 

A few smokers will complain! The cost of maintaining the smoking shelter & bin, & 
the bad smell in the smoking area & on people's clothes would be much nicer. 

I think that the current arrangements are sufficient enough. Making Breckland a 



smoke-free zone will only cause an upset and people may have to take longer 
cigarette breaks, which equals less work time. 

I think that the smoking arrangement is fine as it is. They have their area that they go 
to and it doesn’t interfere or cause any problems. If you ban smoking completely from 
this site, people will still take their smoke breaks and be away from the office longer, 
as they will have further to walk/go to have their cigarettes. 

smokers complaining about their rights 

unfairly penalises the smokers who cannot control an addiction. People will travel 
further afield to smoke (not many will actually give up as a result of a no smoke on 
site ban) resulting in more time lost. 

This would give smokers a problem - i do not have any personal issue with them 
having the current designated smoking shelter.  
 
I doubt visitors would respect no smoking in the car park 

How are you going to enforce it and what will be the penalty if you are caught? 

people could become more stressed or if they are upset with something may not be 
able to calm down. 

I suspect that it may cause problems with Members as they like to smoke before and 
after committee meetings 

people going off site to smoke 

yes - enforcement - who will enforce it? 
For both staff and visitors 

what will the smokers do? will they have to take more time to go off council land to 
smoke? I haven’t smoked but if it's like a drug surely the smoke cabin outside away 
from the public serves them as I guess not all smokers will be able to give up. 

Ask those who smoke... 

You would have people congregating off site for a smoke which would not only look 
bad but it would take longer to have Smoke. 

I believe smokers would not like a complete smoke free zone 

smokers will feel victimised 

The main issues I can foresee is from smokers, not being able to have a cigarette 
break unless they go off Breckland Council Premises. However a smoke free zone is 
now nothing new in places of work. 

The problems of making the Breckland a Smoke Free Zone are  
* smokers would have to go off site which would not be practical from the point of 
view of increased loss of working time and inconvenience to get there in all weathers 
* It would result in an unsightly loitering around the entrance/exit which would not be 
good for the Breckland image 
* it would infringe and restrict their freedom of choice to smoke 
* Putting pressure on smokers by this action is likely to cause them and their 
colleagues an unnecessary level of stress which could lead to increased absence 
from work 

People will then smoke on the public footpaths offsite and this does not give a good 
business impression, especially with the general public using the offices. 

Additional time would need to be taken from work to enable smoking staff to travel to 
a designated smoking area. 

People who currently smoke would find it difficult to cope with a day at work without 
being able to indulge their habit. Withdrawal symptoms could make them agitated 
and moody at times which could reflect on how they treat colleagues and customers. 

Staff that still would want to smoke would be more likely to smoke just outside the 
curtilage of Breckland's offices and this may not reflect very well upon the Council 
(aesthetically & littering) when compared to a discreet shelter behind the building. 
 
How will you monitor this to ensure that visitors do not overtly smoke when staff are 
prevented from doing so - also see note above re: offsite smoking at site entrances. 
 
Will smoking staff be permitted to 'take a walk' just offsite to smoke whilst still clocked 
in? What impact will smoke breaks have upon non-smoking colleagues (whether or 
not smokers clock out) when they regularly cover for their colleagues' smoking 



absences? 
 
Will this equally apply to Capita & ARP staff, as well as Breckland? 

Quite simply - people who smoke will continue to do so, but will simply go further 
away to do so which will take more time out of their workday. 

You are taking away the right of smokers, smoking is an addiction and as long as 
staff clock out and smoke in the designated shelters, I cannot see a reason for 
penalizing them further. 

The smoking area is at the back so is out of the way of other staff and visitors. I 
believe if the building became smoke free that it may cause some upset as people 
would have to travel further to smoke and also staff would then be congregating on 
the road which does not look very professional 

I think that the smokers would become highly stressed and their productivity would 
drop off. This would also inconvenience any visitors to the Council. 

Irrespective of personal views there are people who have an addiction to tobacco. 
Clearly an inability to smoke, albeit under restrictive circumstances, could cause 
stress and other physical problems. Smoking is not illegal so there is no reason to 
treat it as such. 

smokers would object! 

I feel that with the type of work the majority of breckland employees do, that if they 
smoke having chance for that step out is needed. Also with outside bodies working in 
the same building and with their visitors it would cause an issue. 

where would smokers go for a cigarette 

I think that such a petty and pointless measure would cause considerable resentment 
among staff. More to the point, smokers would simply walk off Breckland premises in 
order to smoke.  
 
At the Thetford office, this would end up with everyone standing out on the pavement 
like a bunch of delinquent school children.  
 
I understand how unpleasant it is when smoke drifts in through the windows. Even as 
a smoker, I don't like to smell smoke in my office. Most often, this is because of 
customers smoking in the courtyard here in Thetford, although admittedly, the 
existing shelters could have been sited with a little more forethought. Dereham and 
Thetford offices both have ample external space for designated smoking areas. 
Repositioning them further from windows would be a saner compromise. 

Numbers of staff , members and the public smoke and as such to ban it completely 
even outside may cause problems - infringing their rights etc? 

People taking more time out of the office for a smoke break which could effect 
productivity. Also there is an issue as to how this would be 'policed'. 

Where would those who are severely addicted go? Could/would they go off site? 
There would then be issues around clocking out and a group of smokers 
congregating on the perimeter of the site would give a poor impression. 

People's right to smoke 

I would think staff who do smoke including several members would be hard hit if the 
shelter at the back of the building was removed but in the long term it would be better 
for their health unless of course it had a detrimental effect insomuch as they have 
withdrawal and depression!! They may decide to nip over to the industrial estate and 
have a smoke on the boundary. Perhaps HR could pursue a stop smoking campaign 
and work with the health service to help staff give up. 

Smokers will have to walk further for a smoke. Maybe smokers might start having a 
crafty smoke where they shouldn't? 

Smokers would feel discriminated against. 
Smoking areas would move outside the site i.e. just off site on the way to Tesco’s in 
Dereham or on the pavement at Breck house. 

Smokers are addicts and as such need somewhere to smoke, if the whole premises 
is smoke free staff would need to be away form their desks longer to have a cigarette 

More stress if unable to have a cigarette. 

Employees who are smokers - will feel discriminated against 
 



Visitors who smoke are unlikely to 'obey'. Have visited hospitals in different counties 
with a smoke free zone policy and smokers carry on smoking in corners outside 
wherever they can. When it rains they huddle near entrances, bike sheds etc and 
walking through these areas is unpleasant. 

As a smoker, I think it would be ridiculous to go off site to smoke a cigarette for the 
following reasons: 
 
1) You would be away from your desk a lot longer rather than just walking to the 
current smoking hut (meaning less time doing your work) 
2) It would not make a very good impression on the Council if the public were to see 
the smokers off site and in view of all and sundry. 
3) If people wanted to give up they would go to their own doctor for support. 
4) There are Members who smoke and enjoy a cigarette in between meetings (and 
the smoking hut is in a very convenient place for them at the moment to be able to do 
this) 
5) There should be a clear policy for everyone to key out when having a cigarette so 
the non-smokers don't feel as if there being penalised (some do and some don't at 
the moment). 
6) I also think that if Breckland Council became a smoke free zone, it would cause 
more stress for those of us that smoke and probably make us want to smoke more. 

There are still many smokers that now have to go outside to have a smoke. Although 
a smoke free Breckland would not bother me being a non smoker - I do feel people 
have a right to smoke if they wish, and as long as the smoking does not affect me 
directly this should continue. If you try and ban smoking completely employees will 
have to leave the premises completely and this will waste time. As it is people are 
supposed to reflect time taken to smoke many which do not, if they have to go further 
to have a cigarette then more time will be lost by Breckland. You may also lose good 
employees who cannot/will not give up. 

Smokers might not stick to it and someone would have to enforce the ban. 

smokers would complain 

smoking staff would object 

Where would smokers go to smoke? Outside the industrial building in between the 
Council and Tesco's, would this look bad for the Council? Would bin be provided 
there? Smokers would have to take longer smoking breaks. 

smokers will feel they are being victimised 

I think it would cause additional stress to an already stressful job. I do not think that 
smoking in the allocated area on the breckland site causes any harm to anyone else 
and as long as persons clock out for smoke breaks they are not benefiting time wise 
from non smokers 

You won' be able to stop people from smoking within the grounds. You will then end 
up with a accumulation of people near the entrances which look far worse than out of 
the back. 

There is a risk that by making smokers move off the premises, they will congregate 
outside the property. This may not be the visual appearance that Breckland are 
looking for outside the Council offices. 

People would only go and smoke in a more 'unacceptable' place and the 
disapprovement of others. Surely giving smokers a designated area would satisfy 
both side's concerns. Also providing proper facilities will encourage people to be 
responsible and not litter. 

Possibly then causes people to smoke just outside the boundary of the premises and 
this gives a poor impression to visitors and can also be intimidating for visitors on foot 
if there are a large group of people together at the entrance 

Congregations of smokers wandering the streets directly outside the premises; this 
could compromise officer safety and would inevitably result in longer cigarette breaks 
due to the longer distance they have to walk. 

If people smoke in designated smoking areas, there shouldn't be a problem as long 
as people clock in and out whenever they go to smoke. I do this but am aware that 
not every smoker in Breckland House does so. If people have to go off site to smoke, 
the people who clock in and out will loose more time but the people who don’t clock 
in and out will have more time for free 



I can understand that my colleagues that do smoke would feel aggrieved. 

The main problem I would foresee is a significant decrease in the morale (and 
corresponding increase in grumpiness - which affects all in the office) among the 
smokers. There would also be issues for our members and clients. Council meetings 
(particularly DC) can take a number of hours already, and would be further 
lengthened by including breaks for members to go offsite and smoke. Clients, 
particularly those seen be some frontline services such as homelessness, may 
already be undergoing a very stressful time in their lives, and may be here for a long 
period of time. A quick smoke break may make things easier for them. 

Everyone will smoke out in front of the building which will look bad and also keep 
people away from their desks for longer during work 

I do foresee problems with smokers not agreeing to it, if they cannot go outside for a 
smoke 

I think people will still smoke around the building regardless, for instance behind the 
committee suite etc. The Norfolk and Norwich Hospital is supposed to be a smoke 
free zone but people still smoke outside near the entrances. Unless someone would 
be policing this I do not think you would be able to enforce the Smoke Free Zones. 

Anger from both staff who smoke and members who smoke, especially when they 
are here for long meetings! 
They will also be forced off the premises to smoke giving a bad impression to visitors 
to the Council. 

the smokers would not be happy 

there may be a few unhappy smokers in the building 

As an ex- smoker I know how difficult it is to go without having a cigarette, and I do 
not feel that it is fair to dictate to people that they should give up smoking, it should 
be their own choice. 
 
Also as we do not have a staff room at Breckland House, there is no opportunity to 
get away from our desks as it is. 

It seems a bit unfair to those who choose to smoke to not be able to anywhere on the 
premises, even outside, what harm is there? 

Staff that do smoke will go off site to do so. Also as we have conference space how 
will we enforce guests remain smoke free.  
I would support a more robust system ensuring everyone clocks out for a break and 
perhaps a limit on the number of breaks people take. 

Staff gathering outside of the Elizabeth house entrance which will not be good for 
image 

Existing smokers with a habit not being able to wait until they are able to leave the 
premises. 

We should recognise that some people smoke and that provided that it does not 
have a negative health impact on others they should be free to smoke on Council 
land. Several people take lunch in their cars and others on the grassed area I cannot 
see why they cannot smoke. I think a total ban would have more disadvantages than 
advantages.  
From a service point of view some of our clients, particularly homeless people may 
have to stay in/around the office all day whilst arrangements are made - it places 
extra stress on them. Committee suites are let on a commercial basis a ban on 
smoking even outside may alienate customers. 

Smokers will feel discriminated against.  
Is it the Council's business if they smoke, if it does not affect their work? 

Being an ex smoker I am aware that smoking is an addiction and It may be very hard 
for some members of staff to refrain from smoking for a whole working day. This will 
probably result in people 'sneaking off' for a cigarette rather than openly deducting 
time for cigarette breaks, people smoking in the street and may even put off potential 
employees. 

This is unfair to those cigarette smokers who choose to smoke. They will simply 
stand in a huddle in Kingston Road. 

Smoking is an addiction if people are stopped from having a cigarette outside it will 
cause withdrawal which will cause people to get irritable and reduce concentration. 
Having an effect on their work.  



Having a smoking area outside doesn’t effect non-smoker in any way. 

There are some Members who smoke so will probably not support this approach so 
the likelihood of it happening is small. There are at times customers who are here for 
long periods of time (housing customers) who may need to smoke and we will need 
to be very clear about our policy 

Additional staff stress  
Longer breaks for smoking due to vacating breckland premises 

I have said 'maybe' for these reasons really:  
 
Staff still wanting/needing to take smoke breaks, so having to wander further afield to 
smoke = longer break taken. Would staff be 'forbidden' to do this? If so, there are fors 
and againsts.  
 
Also potentially aggrieved smokers feeling they're being 'discriminated'. 

Smokers not able to smoke at work would seek more time away from work for 
smoking etc 

People wouldn't be happy, they have to go somewhere to smoke 

If smoking wasn't allowed on site then I would probably feel the need to go off-site to 
smoke during office hours. This would involve more time away from my desk and 
would not give a good impression of the council to any visitors who are more likely to 
witness officers smoking. 

How it will be enforced 

I think a lot of people will leave the premises and take even longer to have a cigarette 

Smokers would not be happy 

smokers will be anxious and aggressive. 

Smokers would moan, the littering fine around council buildings should be enforced 
should they continue to smoke as it looks unsightly to visitors and the public to our 
offices!!!! 
 
Perhaps more posters around the smoking shelters and other congregation areas. 

It will make it somewhat difficult for people who need to smoke to smoke. 

Those who smoke will want (need) a fag during work times - where will they be 
allowed to smoke and what about the extra time it takes to get there? Will they need 
to clock out? 

Members of staff and members of the public who smoke would have to leave the 
area to smoke. 

I believe that some smokers would feel that they are being victimised. It might give 
the appearance of "punishing" rather than discouraging smoking. I think positive 
action to help colleagues who smoke to quit would be more appropriate. 

Enforcement of the policy for public and official visitors 

Smoke breaks are essential to breaking up the day, and forcing a rest/break from 
ones desk. 

minority will moan but it may help them decide to stop smoking 

Smokers will always find a way to get round the rules 

staff will spend more time travelling off site so they can smoke 

Stress 

I think smokers should be allowed to smoke outside the office. 

Everyone would stand out on the road which would not look professional. Also you 
will not be able to stop the public from smoking on Brecklands property/land 

People will spend more time away from their desk than they do already, because 
they will have to go further away from the premises. Despite the fact that they are 
supposed to key out - they never do - I know this for a fact because I enter the flex 
cards on the machine. 

 

 
 

 

 


